2018年度 Veritas賞受賞論文
飯岡真由子 Consensus Building by American English Speakers in Task-solving Interactions
田中 裕理 Personal Histories in American Pastoral and The Plot against America

2018年度 島田賞受賞論文
古林 朋美 White Normativity in Australia’s Multiculturalism
宮川さくら子 A Study of Intersectionality: Black Women and Lesbian’s Responses to Feminism

2019年度 修士論文題目
鈴木 菜央 The Investigation of London Branch of Yamanaka & Company
荒木真由子 Unsung heroes and heroines in the Civil Rights Movement
岩瀬 萌音 Lewis Carroll’s Ideas of Art: Aestheticism in his Representation of Children
新家 理沙 The Difference of Suggestion between American Teachers and Students in the Task-based Interaction
宮崎あかり The Repeated Theme of Pursuing Ideal Life in Hemingway’s Works